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Neutron capture cross sections on '3sBa, '~' Ce, '7s' Lu, and ' 'Ta at 30 kev:
Prerequisite for investigation of the ' Lu cosmic clock
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The capture cross sections of '"Ba, "' 'Ce, "Lu, "'Ta and the capture cross section of '"Lu to the 3.68 h

isomeric state. in ' Lu have been determined at 30 keV neutron energy using the activation technique.
Neutrons were generated via the 'Li(p, n) reaction just above the reaction threshold at a 3 MV pulsed Van
de Graaff accelerator. The capture cross sections are of importance to stellar nucleosynthesis. With the
'"Ba and "Ce cross sections the time integrated average neutron flux for the s process was determined to
0.22 mb '. This result, the capture cross section of "Lu and the '"Lu cross section to the 3.68 h isomeric
state in ' 'Lu were used to analyze the "Lu cosmic clock. The mean s process age of solar matter before the
solidification of the solar system was estimated to 6 &( 10 yr. In addition the Hf/Lu abundance ratio was
determined.

NUgLEAg REACT&ONS 3 Ba(n, y), ' Ce(n, y), 7 Lu(n, y) 7 Lu, Lu(n,
Ta(n, y); E„=30 keV; measured capture cross sections; nucleosynthesis;

Lu cosmochronometer, Hf and Zr abundances.

INTRODUCTION

For the determination of the age of the universe
methods associated with nucleosynthesis repre-
sent an important alternative to the techniques of-
fered by astronomical observations. Up to now,
all attempts to investigate cosmic clocks from the
analysis of the time dependent abundances of long-
lived unstable nuclei concerned isotopes produced
in the rapid neutron capture process or r pro-
cess.' ' We have started to investigate the '"Lu
clock which is unique as it is the only suitable iso-
tope generated by the slow neutron capture pro-
cess (s process). Consequently, this age deter-
mination may yield another independent piece of
information about our galactic evolution. The s
process has the further advantage that relevant
quantities are normally accessible to laboratory
measurements because the nuclei are synthesized
along the valley of stability where mostly stable
isotopes are involved.

In theoretical studies of this chronometer it has
been emphasized that only accurate experimental
capture cross sections allow for 3, meaningful
analysis. ' ' Especially the population of the 3.68-h
isomeric state in '"Lu via neutron capture in
'"Lu must be determined with high precision. As
there were no such data available, we started a
first series of measurements using an activation
technique. With a pulsed 3 MV Van de Graaff ac-
celerator, we were able to produce a neutron spec-
trum similar to a Maxwellian energy distribution
for a thermal energy of kT-30 keV via the

'Li(P, n) reaction. This temperature is expected
for the s-process environment. In this neutron
spectrum cross-section measurements were per-
formed for the reactions '"Ba(n, y)'"Ba,
'"Ce(n, y)'"Ce, '"Ce(n, y)'"Ce, '"Lu(n, y)'"Lu,
'"Lu(n, y)'"Lu, and '"Ta(n, y)'"Ta. The capture
cross section of '"Lu to the short-lived isomeric
state '"Lu can be measured only by activation.

Beside the special neutron spectrum, the activa-
tion technique used is characterized by the follow-
ing features:

(a) The activation samples were placed very
close to the neutron target in a comparably high
flux. Thus it was possible to measure the small
cross sections of '"Ba and '"Ce accurately even
with small amounts of sample material. In every
case, only thin samples were used to minimize
corrections for scattering or self-absorption ef-
fects.

(b) The method is so sensitive that no high iso-
topic enrichments are required. This allows even
the investigation of the rare isotope '"Lu with a
natural Lu sample.

(c) All measurements are carried out with a
"'Au foil as a standard which is activated simul-
taneously. In this way most systematic uncer-
tainties can be avoided.

(d) The neutron flux during the activation is re-
corded continuously to account for the exact ac-
tivation history.

(e) All samples are counted with a calibrated
high resolution Ge(Li) detector to achieve the best
signal-to-background ratio.
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With this technique we have determined an ac-
curate and consistent set of cross sections which
allowed a first analysis of the '"Lu clock and of
some connected problems.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The neutron activation technique consists of two
steps: neutron irradiation of a suitable sample
and absolute counting of the induced activity. In
principle this seems to be a relatively simple
method for the determination of a neutron capture
cross section. However, it is known from litera-
ture that severe uncertainties may arise unless
all steps are performed with extreme care.

Figure 1 shows schematically how the irradia-
tions were carried out. The 'Li(P, n) reaction was
used for neutron production with proton energies
just above the reaction threshold. In this way all
neutrons generated are kinematically collimated
in a forward cone with an opening angle of 120'.
This important feature prevents any disturbing
scattering of the primary neutron beam in the vi-
cinity of the samples. The copper tar et backing
of 0.5 mm thickness represents the only source
of scattered neutrons. As the transmission through
the backing is 96% in the energy range of interest,
neutron scattering causes only a small effect. In
addition the locus of the scattering events is iden-
tical with the neutron target and the spectrum of
scattered neutrons is practically unchanged.
Therefore it is obvious that neutron scattering can
be neglected completely in our case. This was
also checked experimentally, by placing In foils
on the target backing but outside the neutron cone.
No activity from activation by scattered neutrons
was found at a detectable level. From all this it
was estimated that any unc'ertainty introduced by
scattered neutrons should be less then 0.2%.

Target cooling was achieved by lateral heat
conduction in the Cu backing to a water cooled
ring of S mm inner diameter. The Li target itself

was an evaporated metallic layer 6 mm in diame-
ter. The beam spot of 1-mm size was swept
magnetically across the target in order to defocus
the beam and to achieve a homogeneous illumina-
tion of the target. With this arrangement beam
currents up to 150 ~ can be tolerated.

As activation measurements were normally per-
formed with the accelerator beam in dc mode, it
was very important to obtain reliable information
about the neutron spectrum. In our case all irra-
diations were carried out in a standard neutron
field which was obtained by bombarding t.hick me-
tallic Li targets with protons of 1.911 MeV, cor-
responding to a maximum neutron energy of 106
keV and a maximum neutron emission angle of
60'.

TI~s standard spectrum has been investigated
by means of the 'Li-glass detector as shown in
Fig. 1. Operating the accelerator in pulsed mode
with a repetition rate of 1 MHz and a pulse width
of 10 ns it was possible to measure the neutron
spectrum by the time-of-flight technique. A 90-cm
distance between neutron target and 'Li glass de-
tector allowed for a sufficient resolution of -10
ns/m. From the known Li(n, o) cross section it
was thus possible to derive the relative neutron
yield per energy interval. Measurements of this
distribution were performed in steps of 7.5' for
neutron emission angles between 0' and 52.5'.
Some results are shown in Fig. 2. All spectra are
normalized to the same integrated neutron yield.
With increasing angle the relative intensity drops
off rapidly and the average neutron energy ap-
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FIG. 1. Scheme of the experimental technique.
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FIG. 2. Neutron yield per energy interval as a func-
tion of angle with respect to the proton beam. The yield
drops off very rapidly for aagles above 55 keV.
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proaches the threshold value of 30 keV.
Integration over all angles yields the total neu-

tron spectrum to which the samples are exposed
during the irradiations. Figure 4 demonstrates
how well this neutron spectrum represents a. Max-
wellian energy distribution. This enables us to
measure directly the Maxwellian averaged cross
sections with the activation technique, a possibility
which to our knowledge was not considered before.
These distributions are discussed further in the
following chapter.

Once this standard neutron spectrum was esta-
blished, it was sufficient to repeat the measure-
ment at 0'before each irradiation to verify the
correct maximum neutron energy. Then, without
changing the beam energy, the accelerator was
put on dc mode for the irradiation. With typical
beam currents of 50 to 100 pA a total neutron
yield of 10'-10' s ' was obtained. The irradiation
history was recorded in a NOVA 2 computer: Be-
sides the irradiation time, the time dependence
of the neutron yield was measured also. For that
purpose the integral count rate of the 'Li glass
detector was stored in intervals of 40 sec. This
enabled us to correct for any fluctuations which
otherwise could have affected the sample activity
with respect to the standard if the respective half-
lives were different.

The accuracy of activation measurements de-
pends also critically on the mass of the irradiated
samples. In principle the samples should be as
thin as possible because then scattering and self-
shielding effects are small during the irradiation
and during the activity determination afterwards
as well. The high neutron flux available allowed
us to use sufficiently thin samples. Except for
Ba which was a self-supporting carbonate tablet
only metallic foils of 6 mm diameter were used
with thicknesses between 0.025 and 0.5 mm (for
details see Table I). The samples sandwiched
with 0.06 mm thick gold foils were attached di-

rectly to the target backing. Although natural
samples were used, the neutron flux was sufficient
to measure even the cross sections of isotopes
with low abundance, e.g. , '"Lu.

The last step of the experiment is the absolute
determination of the induced activity in the in-
vestigated sample and in the gold reference sam-
ple. The most accurate way for this measure-
ment is high resolution gamma ray spectroscopy
with a calibrated Ge(Li) detector. This method
guarantees clean background corrections and
allows us to sort out the studied nucleus via a
characteristic gamma ray line. The gamma spec-
tra from the decay of the samples are recorded
as fields of 4096 channels in subsequent time in-
tervals which were considerably shorter than the
respective half-lives. This mode of registration
has the advantage that an optimum counting time
can be chosen from the signal-to-background ra-
tions of relevant gamma ray lines. In addition
the half-life of the activated nucleus can be deter-
mined from the decrease in gamma intensity as a
function of time. This represents a check with
regard to dead time effects and contaminating
activities. As an example, the exponential de-
crease of the 88-keV gamma line from the 3.68 h

activity of the isomeric state '"Lu is shown in
Fig. 3. The insert demonstrates that the line in-
tensities can be determined very accurately so
that the exponential decay curve is well repro-
duced.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

For a particular gamma ray line the number of
events C registered in the Ge(Li) detector during
the activity determination are given by the ex-
pression

C=AK e„f (l —e rs)e "w,

TABLE I. Sample cha racteristics.

Thicknes s
(mg/cm2}

Chemical
composition

Investigated
isotope

Effective thickness
for the investigated isotope

fcm') (at.fb)

Ba
Ce

Lu

Ta

339
132

134

31.6
396
940

112

BaCO3
metal

metal

metal
metal
metal

metal

138Ba
140Ce
i42Ce
i40C e
i42Ce
'"Lu
i 76Lu
i 81Ta

'"Au

244
117
14.9

119
15.2
30.8
10.3

940

112

7.46 x 1p "4

5.05 x10~
0.633 x 10 4

5.13 x 1p-4

0.643 x 10-4
1.06 x10 4

0.353x10 4

31.31 xlp-4

3.42 x lp-4
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FIG. 4. Integral neutron yields (histogram) for vari-
ous maximum neutron energies (E„~=57, 76, 106 keV
corresponding to proton energies 5, 10 and 25 keV above
threshold) and least squares fits with Maxwellian dis-
tributions (solid line). The appropriate thermal ener-
gies kT are indicated.

FIG. 3. Gamma ray spectra from the decay of the
isomeric state ~@Lu, taken in intervals of 1 h. The
exponential decrease of the 88 keV line is obvious (see
insert).

where ez is the Ge(Li) efficiency, fz the relative
gamma intensity per decay for the investigated
line, and X is the decay rate. T~ is the time in-
terval between irradiation and activity measure-
ment and T„stands for the Ge(Li) measuring time.
Kz gives the correction factor for gamma self ab-
sorption in the sample. For disk shaped samples'
of thickness d one obtains K„=1/dIN1 —e "). The
gamma absorption coefficients p, were taken from
Ref. 8.

The number of activated nuclei A can be written
as

(2)A = y,NcryB.

Here, It r = fp(t)dt is the time integrated neutron
flux, N the sample thickness in at. /b, and o the
capture cross section. The factor

FB TB
fe = P(t)e ~&' e' dt P(t) dt

0 0
(3)

a.ccounts for the decay of activated nuclei during
irradiation time TB. For a constant neutron flux,
fs reduces to

fe = (1 —e rs) . -1

B
(3a)

As the measurements are carried out relative
to '"Au as a standard, the neutron flux f~ cancels
out to first order, if the number of activated nuclei
is normalized to gold:

A,. ~(r N, fe
(4)

oA &a fs~
The cross section o,. determined from Eq. (4) rep-

resents a.n average over the neutron spectrum
used during the irradiation:

oegp= Jto(E)$(E) dE P(E) dE. (5)

It was mentioned already that the experimental
flux distribution It,„&(E) is very similar to a Max-
wellian energy distribution

(E) Ee e/IT-
with thermal energies k T in the 20 to 30 ke V
range. Figure 4 illustrates how the total neutron
spectrum to which the samples are exposed chan-
ges with increasing proton energy. At 5 keV above
the reaction threshold one obtains an almost sym-
metric spectrum centered at 30 keV with a. maxi-
mum neutron energy of 5V keV. Obviously the
Maxwellian fit is rather poor. The situation is
considerably improved for the two other spectra:
10 keV above threshold the maximum neutron en-
ergy is 76 keV and in this case the fit for a ther-
mal energy of 19.3 keV shows already an overlap
of 85/z with the experimental distribution. The
best approach to a Maxwell spectrum was achieved
for proton energies 25 keV above threshold cor-
responding to a maximum neutron energy of 106
keV. Now the overlapping area with a Maxwellian
distribution for AT = 23.4 keV is 90%. In addition,
for this proton energy the total neutron yield is
also significantly higher than for the lower ener-
gies. A further increase in proton energy leads
to the difficulty that the neutron cone widens up

rapidly so that background start to be more com-
plicated. Therefore we consider the neutron spec-
trum obtained 25 keV above threshold to be the
best choice for the simulation of a Maxwell spec-
trum near kT=30 keV.
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Although the experimental spectrum does not
cover the total range from zero energy to infinity,
the resulting correction introduced by the limited
energy range is not greater than 3/p. This means
that the results of our measurement represent
already proper Maxwellian averaged cross sec-
tions

v(Z)Z ~ dB'f E ~ dE'ov) 2

v, vw 0

~ +exp '
2-

( I)

In this expression v~ is the most probable ther-
mal velocity and 2/~ir is a normalizationfactor
introduced by the definition (o v)/vr. '

All corrections and uncertainties are listed in
Table II. Beside the uncertainty from the Au
standard cross section the major difficulties arise
from the irradiation history and from the extra-
polation of the measured cross sections from the
experimental neutron spectrum to the "normal"
Maxwellian distribution for kT= 30 keV. Never-
theless, with the overall uncertainty of 5'Pp to 7%
a considerable improvement is achieved compared
to existing data.

In Table III the results are shown for all isotopes
together with the respective half-lives, the detect-
ed gamma-ray energies and intensities. The in-
formation on half-lives and decay schemes was
taken from the most recent Nuclear Data Sheets
(Status 6/V9). Only the relative gamma intensity
for the 88-keV line in the decay of "'Lu is taken
from a recent measurement of Morel. " These
values are helpful to understand the quoted un-
certainties. For instance, the uncertainty in de-

cay scheme is largest for '"Lu(n, y)'"Lu. But,
on the other hand, the associated gamma ray en-
ergy is comparably large so that self absorption
is small and the half-life is long enough so that
the irradiation history is not crucial. Hence, a
total uncertainty of 5% is found for this cross sec-
tion. The fact that statistical uncertainties are
not significant at all is illustrated by the compar-
able accuracies of the very small cross sections
of Ba and Ce.

The respective average gold cross sections
were calculated using the evaluated file from
ENDF/B-IV. " The energy dependence of the
cross sections which is required for the extrapo-
lation to the "normal" distribution at 30 keV was
taken from theoretical work. " For the partial
capture cross section to the isomeric state '"Lu
no such information was available.

Beside the important isotopes of Ba, Ce, and Lu,
the well-known cross section of '~Ta was included
in the measurements to give an additional confir-
mation of the experimental accuracy. Our cross
section of 960+ 50 mb is in good agreement with
the 982 mb adopted by Newman. "

A comparison of our data with existing values
is made in the last two columns of Table III. Es-
pecially for the Ce and Ba isotopes the results
reported in the literature show large discrepan-
cies, demonstrating the difficulties encountered
in the measurement of small cross sections.
Here, the advantages of our improved activation
technique are outstanding: High neutron flux,
small samples, no corrections for scattered neu-
trons, high resolution gamma spectroscopy and a
well-known neutron spectrum which yields Max-

TABLE II. Corrections and uncertainties.

Au standard
Uncertainty in decay scheme
Ge(Li) efficiency
Statistics
Gamma self absorption in

the sample
Activation via scattered

neutrons
Multiple scattering and

self shielding
Irradiation history
Deviation of flux distribu-

tion from Maxwellian spectrum
Extrapolation of

average cross section from
kT =24 to 30 keV

Correction (%)

2-1p

1-2

Uncertainty (%)

2.5
0.8-4.0
&1.5
61.0

0.4-2.0

&0.2

&0.2
&3.0

&1.0

63.0
Total uncertainty
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TABLE DI. The relevant decay parameters and the resulting Maxwellian average cross sections.

Reaction

Detected
gamma

transition
Half-life (keV)

Relative
intensity

per decay

Experimental Extrapolated
Fitted thermal average cross cross section

energy && section for&T =30 keV Other work
(keV) (mb} (mb) (mb)

Ba(n, y) Ba 82.7 m ]65.85 23 23 4.55+ 0.23 4.22 + 0.25 8 +2'
11 +1.5 b

5.7+ 0.9 '
3.9+ 0.8

Ce(n, y) 3Ce 33 h 293.26 51.37

Lu(, y)176L m

7 Lu(n, y)

3.68 h 88.35 8.86 + 0.25

6.71 d 208.36 11.0 + 0.4
+Ta(n, y) 2Ta 115 d 1121.0 34.86 + 1.05

Ce(n, y) Ce 32.51 d 145.44 48.44 + 0.41 24

24

22

12.63+0.57

22.6 + 1.1
906+ 54

1925+ 95

1192+ 62

11.M+ 0.57

19.6 +1.1

1718+85

960+ 50

3 +3a
23 +4

7.7+ 0.9

55 +9b

2250+ 200 '
981.7'

iatAu(n y)t98Au 2.69 d 411.79 95.52+ 0.06 accepted standard
value forkT =30 keV: 610+15~

Reference 9.
Reference 17.
Reference 16.

d Reference 14.

~ Reference 18.
Reference 13.

0' Reference 11.

wellian averaged cross sections with only minor
corrections. Especially neutron scattering caused
large corrections in the recent measurements of
Musgrove et al."as was pointed out in Ref. 15
for the case of '"Ce. This problem also caused
the revision of the '"Ba cross section. ' '" As
far as the results of Sidappa et al."are con-
cerned, we find in all cases discrepancies of a
factor of 2 or even more which maybe due to
moderation effects in the perspex sample can-
nings. Also, a severe discrepancy was found for
'"Ce with respect to the cross section of Ref. 9.

For '"Lu the result of Macklin and Gibbons" is
30% higher than our value. This relatively large
cross section (with respect to '"Lu) was inter-
preted in terms of theoretical arguments. How-
ever, another explanation might be that there is a
shape problem in the data. If we extrapolate our
cross section to higher energies using the energy
dependence reported by Benzi et al. ,"we find
agreement with the data of Macklin and Gibbons
above -100 keV.

DISCUSSION

The Lu chronometer

In the mass region around '"Lu fast and slow
neutron capture are the main mechanisms for the
synthesis of the chemical elements. Slow neutron
capture (s process) forms the elements step by

step along the valley of stability as it is shown in
Fig. 5 by the solid line. Fast or rapid neutron
capture (r process) is assumed to take place on
the neutron rich side of nuclear matter. After the
neutron Qux has terminated the synthesized nuclei
decay back to the valley of stability as is indicated
in Fig. 5 by dashed arrows. '"Lu is shielded
against possible r-process contributions by its iso-
bar '"W. This means that '"Lu was formed
only by the s process. Therefore it is possible
from s-process systematics to calculate how

many '"Lu was originally created. The compari-
son of that original abundance, N*('"Lu) with the
abundance N('"Lu) observed in the solar system
offers then the possibility to evaluate the age of' 'Lu and herewith the age of the s process from
the weQ-known '"Lu half-life T,&, of 3.6x10' yr.
Although the production rate of s-process matter
cannot be expected to be uniform in time, Schramm
and%asserburg' have shown that such fluctua-
tions can be neglected if a long lived isotope like
'"Lu is used as a clock. Therefore a rather sim-
ple model can be applied in this case as it is dis-
cussed by Clayton' for the Re/Os chronometer.
According to the definition of Ref. 2 the origin of
time t =0 is placed at the formation of the solar
system 4.6x10' yr ago and t is measured back-
ward in real time, If s-process nucleosynthesis
began at a time T and decreased exponentially as
eA' then the abundance ratio of N ('"Lu) and
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FIG. 5. The s-process synthesis path in the vicinity of '7 Lu (solid line). Possible r-process contributions are
indicated by dashed arrows.

N('"Lu) can be written as

PP'( Lu)R= ~AT
N(178Lu) A 1 e-(8-x)T

K"('"Lu) = BN(176) .

(Sa)

(Sb)

o ('"Lu), o'('"Lu), and o('78Lu) are the Maxwellian
averaged capture cross sections to the isomeric
state and the ground state in '"Lu as well as the
total neutron capture cross section in '"Lu, re-
spectively The tota. l abundance N(176) at mass
number A =176 must be derived from s-process
systematics. Assuming an exponential flux dis-
tribution for the s process with a time integrated
average flux ~„one obtains the following relation
between the abundance N(A) and the respective
average capture cross section o(A)".

In Eq. (Sa), X = I 2n/ T&,, denotes the decay rate of
'"Lu. The factor B takes into account that only a
fraction B of the total amount of synthesized nu-
clei N(176) is formed in the ground state of '"Lu.
%he residual part populates the 3.68-h isomeric
state in '"Lu which decays immediately to '"Hf
as it is shown in Fig. 6.

The time for the beginning of s-process syn-
thesis T can be evaluated from Eu. (Sa) if the ra-
tio R is known. This requires the branching ra-
tio B and the total abundance N(176) at mass num

ber 176. B is determined by the probability for
populating the ground state via neutron capture in
x7sLu

o ('"Lu) o ('"Lu)B= o('"Lu) o('"Lu)
—1—

-1
o(A)N(A) =o(A —1)N(A —1) 1+ . (10)r,o(A)

By means of this formula the product o (A)N(A)
can be extrapolated from a stable s-process nu-
cleus in the vicinity of '"Lu to mass number A
=176 and N*('"Lu) is then calculated using the
experimental average capture cross section of
76LU.

The average flux v, can be determined in the
mass range around A =140 where the magic neu-
tron number 82 causes very small capture cross
sections. In that range the crN values calculated
with Eg. (10) are most sensitive to r8. There-
fore, the cross sections of '"Ba and '"Ce vrere
determined experimentally. For normalization
of the calculated AN curve the abundance times
cross section values of the pure s-process iso-
topes '"Sm and '"Sm were used. " These isotopes
have the further advantage that also the abundance
ratio of Lu and Sm is well defined due to the sim-
ilar chemical behavior of both elements. In order
to check the reliability of the theoretical ON curve,
the calculation was performed in the entire mass
range from "Mo to '"Qs. For most of the iso-
topes involved, experimental capture cross sec-
tions were used"" except for the Xe isotopes
and '"Dy, where theoretical values from Benzi
et al."were taken.

The resulting ON curve is shown in Fig. 7 as a
solid line. Obviously all pure s-process isotopes
are fitted very well. In particular, the normaliza-
tion at the Sm isotopes was extremely well con-
firmed by two recent cross section measurements
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= 0.22 mb '. This is in agreement with an earlier
calculation of Shorin et al." Apparently, the re-
sult of Ward et al."who report a value of 7, =0.25
mb ' is due to use of different cross sections for
'"Ba and '"Ce.

As is obvious from Fig. 7 the crN curve is very
flat above 4-140 with a slope almost independent
of Tp, Therefore the extrapolation of vN to '"Lu
is very reliable. To derive a best value for N(1 I6}
the pure s-process isotopes '"Gd, ' Yb, Os
were used in addition to the Sm isotopes 148 and
150 to determine the crN value for 2=1'76 accord-
ing to Eq. (10). With the resulting weighted aver
age oN(1V6) =4.89+ 0.12 mb (Si =10') R can be
written as

o ('"Lu) aN(176)R= 1—oP"Lu) o(" I u)N('"Lu)

In the present work, o ('"Lu), o('"Lu), and r,
have been determined. For o ('"Lu) a value of
(1411+95) mb was adopted which is the weighted
average of two experiments. ""The abundances
Narc all taken from Cameron. " In Table IV, the
quantities for the calculation of R which are taken
from literature, are summarized. For the branch-
ing ratio the calculation yields B=0.43+ 0.05 which
is in excellent agreement with the theoretical val-
ue of 0.40 obtained by Shorin et al." With the
normalization points given in Table IV the weighted
average of R is found to be R =1.13~ 0.15.

The right-hand side of Eq. (8a} depends also on
the s-process production rate for which two limits
are evident:

FIG. 6. The decay scheme of '76Lu. The probabilities
for populating the ground state (B) and the isomeric state
(I-B) by neutron capture are indicated.

(1) uniform synthesis with A-0 which yields
R=1T/(1 —e ~), (12a)

(2) sudden synthesis with A- ~ leading to R = e

(12b)

of "'Yb (Ref. 23) and "'Os (Ref. 24). Deviations f rom
the calculated AN curve are observed only for
'"Pd and "'Cd, which are not necessarily due to
uncertainties of the respective cross sections, but
may also be caused by the solar system abundance
used for the evaluation. " The fact that the point
for '"Lu is much lower than the calculated curve
is due to the branching ratio Band to the radio-
active decay by about equal amounts.

The dotted and the dashed lines illustrate, how
sensitive the vN curve depends on the cross sec-
tions of '"Ba and '~Ce as well as on the flux pa-
rameter 7p With our experimental cross sections
and oN values of 6.1+ 1.3 mb and 5.9+ 1.15 mb (Si
—= 10') for the normalization points at '"Sm and
'"Sm, we find the best fit of the ON curve for 7,

The assumption of a sudden synthesis gives a
lower limit for T whereas a uniform synthesis re-
sults in an upper limit. As kind of an average
between these limits, an exponentially decreasing
production rate is assumed so that at the conden-
sation of solar system the production rate has
fallen to 9%%uo of its initial value jA=1/(Tx0. 43)].

Figure 8 shows the s-process age as a function
of the ratio for all three assumptions on A. As
can be seen immediately, T is sensitively depen-
dent on R. Our results for the time from the be-
ginning of s-process synthesis T are in excellent
agreement with the values of Winters et al."ob-
tained from the analysis of the r-process chrono-
meter '"Re/'"Os. For the assumption A=1/
(0.43 x&) these authors obtain T = 10.4 x 10' yr
whereas we find T=9.5 X10' yr.

It was pointed out in Ref. 19 that for long lived
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FIG. 7. The product of the Maxwellian averaged capture cross section o times the s-process abundance N is plotted
as a function of atomic number between MMo and Qs. The sensitivity of the oN-curve with respect to the cross
sections of ' Ba and ' Ce is demonstrated by the dashed line, whereas the dotted curve illustrates the influence of
the flux distribution constant Tp.

isotopes such as '"Lu the solution of Eq. (12b) for
a sudden synthesis yields not only a lower bound
for the respective chronometer but represents
also the mean age of s-process synthesis (g in-
dependent of the history of the s-process produc-
tion rate. Therefore this solution for A- ~ leads
toans-processage: (Tg=(6+6)x10'yr. Thevery
large uncertainty of this value is mainly due to
the uncertainty of the weighted average cross
section of '"Lu.

Although our result is not yet good enough for
a real comparison it should be noted that it is
consistent with the r-process age determinations
of Winters et al."and of Fowler and Hoyle. ' The
latter authors reported a. value T=(7+2) x10' yr
from an investigation of the "U/' 'Th clock.

For a more accurate analysis of the '"Lu chro-
nometer it is clearly necessary to improve the
accuracy of the relevant cross sections. This is
certainly very difficult as at present an uncertainty

TABLE IV. Quantities for the evaluation of the s-process age & as taken from literature.

Isotope

s-process
abundance

Ns (Si=—10

&0'y &
(mb)

Vz

(for kT =30 keV) g ~+1 TpO(Z)

'4'Sm
150Sm
154Gd

1?Ogb
1860s

0.0236
0.0159
0.00607
O.OO622 '
0.00953

258+ 48
370 + 72

1164+ 138
790+ 60 d

467+ 12

0.819
0.832
0.846
0.948
1.097

1?8Lu
1?sLu

0.00108

Reference 25.
Reference 29.

~ Reference 31~

Reference 23.

weighted
average

T1i2( Lu)= (3.6 + 0.16) x 101 yr. "

1460+ 110
1265+ 190 ~

1411+ 95

Reference 24.
f Reference 18.
& Reference 28.

Reference 13.
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abundances for those isotopes where also accurate
average cross sections are available. For the
particular nuclei, which have been investigated in
this work, the respective s- or r-process abun-
dances are shown in Table V. For "Baand-'~Ce
our results are in fair agreement with the esti-
mate of Suess and Zeh. " This is also true for N„
of '~Ta, but as in this case Suess and Zeh assume
a much lower value for the solar abundance of
'"Ta, their ratio N, /N„ is significantly higher than
our result.

FIG. 8. The mean age T of the s-process isotopes as
a function of the quantity R. Three models have been
used for describing the time dependence of the synthesis
(sudden, uniform, and exponential). The experimental
result for 8 yields a mean age (T)= 6 x 109yr.

of 5%%uo seems to be the state of the art for capture
cross-section mea. surements in the keV region.
The remaining possibility to achieve a better ac-
curacy is to reduce the determination of R in Eq.
(11) to the determination of cross section ratios
only. Then, most systematic uncertainties cancel
out and R might be obtained sufficiently accurate-
ly. Inserting Eq. (10) in Eq. (11) and rewriting
this expression, one obtains

o ('"Lu) oN) NQ)
o( 7 l,u) oP Lu) o( Lu) N( Lu)

16 1 ~-1
x 1+

+, t,o(k)

Now R depends only on cross-section ratios. The
important point is that o ('"Lu), the cross sec-
tion to the isomeric state in '"Lu, is combined
with o('"Lu) which can also be measured by acti-
vation. The other two ratios are to be determined
by differential measurements. In principle, all
isotopes listed in Table IV can be used as refer-
ence points as long as the respective abundance
ratio N(A)/N('76Lu) is accurately known.

r - process abundances

The improved oN curve allows the evaluation of
r-process contributions to the observed solar

The solar Hf abundance and the Hf/Zr ratio

In principle a determination of the age of the s-
process T from the '"Lu clock can also be per-
formed with the s-only isobar '"Hf. In this case
the quantity R is given by the expression

N('"Hf) 1 —B o('"Lu)~
N('"I.u) B o('78Hf) ' (14)

The difficulty in using '"Hf for the '"Lu clock is
that the solar abundance of Hf obtained from me-
teorite analyses does not yield a consistent and
unambiguous picture. This was pointed out by
Arnould. ' In view of this situation Arnould sug-
gested, once the question of the age is settled, to
evaluate the Hf abundance relative to Lu by means
of Eq. (14). This represents a method independent
from meteorite analysis and free from the uncer-
tainties of chemical fractionation. With our value
R=1.13+0.15 and a '"Hf capture cross section
o('"Hf) =640+ 160 mb (Ref. 9), we obtain from Eq.
(14) N('"Hf)/N('"Lu) =4.2+ 2.5. This ratio and the
solar ~"Lu abundance N('"Lu) = 1.08 x 10 ' from
Ref. 25 yield N('"Hf) = (4.5a 2.'I) x10 ' (Si —= 10')
which is 4l%%uo of the '"Hf abundance quoted by Cam-
eron. " That means the Hf abundance must be
corrected by that same factor in view of the new

experimental results for Band o('"'Lu).
Due to the similar chemical behavior of Zr and

Hf the abundance ratio Zr/Hf determined from
meteorite analysis should be correct. With the
Hf abundance normalized at '"Lu, this yields an

r-process abundances derived from measured cross sections.

Isotope

eN from
calculation

(mb) (Si=106)

(cr v)
expt.

Vz

(mb)
N~

(Si=—10 )
N

(Si=—10') Nr =N ml -Ns

i 38Ba
'~Ce
isi Ta

12.88
8.20
4.75

4.22
11.52

960.0

3.05
0.71

5.0x 10

3.44
1.04

21x10 '
0.39
0.33

16x 10

All values from Ref. 25.
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elemental Zr abundance of 12 (Si=—10') which is
also only 41/& of the value given by Cameron.
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